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A classical problem in auditory theory is the relation between the loudnessL(I ) and the intensity
just-noticeable difference~JND! DI (I ). The intensity JND is frequently expressed in terms of the
Weber fraction defined byJ(I )[DI /I because it is anticipated that this ratio should be a constant
~i.e., Weber’s law!. Unfortunately,J(I ) is not a constant for the most elementary case of the pure
tone JND. Furthermore it remains unexplained why Weber’s law holds for wide-band stimuli. We
explore this problem and related issues. The loudness and the intensity JND are defined in terms of
the first and second moments of a proposed randomdecision variablecalled thesingle-trial

loudness L̃(I ), namely the loudness isL(I )[E L̃(I ), while the variance of the single trial loudness
is sL

2[E(L̃2L)2. The JND is given by the signal detection assumptionDL5d8sL , where we
define the loudness JNDDL(I ) as the change in loudness corresponding toDI (I ). Inspired by
Hellman and Hellman’s recent theory@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.87, 1255–1271~1990!#, we compare the
Riesz@Phys. Rev.31, 867–875~1928!# DI (I ) data to the Fletcher and Munson@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
5, 82–108~1933!# loudness growth data. We then make the same comparison for Miller’s@J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.19, 609–619~1947!# wideband noise JND and loudness match data. Based on this
comparison, we show empirically thatDL(L)}L1/p, wherep52 below'5 sones and is 1 above.
Since DL(I ) is proportional tosL , when p52 the statistics of the single-trial loudnessL̃ are
Poisson-like, namelysL

2}L. This is consistent with the idea that the pure tone loudness code is
based a neural discharge rate~not the auditory nerve!. Furthermore, whenp51 ~above about 5
sones!, the internal loudness signal-to-noise ratio is constant. It is concluded that Ekman’s law
(DL/L is constant! is true, rather than Weber’s law, in this loudness range. One of the main
contributions of this paper is its attempt to integrate Fletcher’s neural excitation pattern model of
loudness and signal detection theory. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!02411-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Fe@WJ#
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INTRODUCTION

When modeling human psychophysics we must ca
fully distinguish the externalphysical variables, which we
call F variables, from the internalpsychophysicalvariables,
which we refer to asC variables.1 Psychophysical modeling
seeks a transformation from theF domain to theC domain.
The F intensity of a sound is easily quantified by dire
measurement. TheC intensity is the loudness. The idea th
loudness could be quantified was first suggested by Fec
~1966! in 1860, which raised the question of the quantitat
transformation between the physical and psychophysica
tensity. For a recent review of this problem, and a brief su
mary of its long history, see Schlauchet al. ~1995!.

An increment in the intensity of a sound that results in
just-noticeable difference~JND! is called an intensity JND
Fechner suggested quantifying the intensity-loudness gro
transformation by counting the number of theloudness JNDs
between two intensity values. However, after many years
work, the details of the relationship between loudness
the intensity JNDs have remained unclear~Zwislocki and
Jordan, 1986; Viemeister, 1988; Plack and Carlyon, 199!.

The contribution of this paper is that it takes a fre
view of the whole problem of the intensity JND and loudne
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by merging the 1953 Fletcher neural excitation pattern mo
of loudness~Allen, 1995, 1996a! with auditory signal detec-
tion theory~Green and Swets, 1966!. It is generally accepted
that the intensity JND is the physical correlate of t
psychological-domain uncertainty corresponding to the p
chological intensity representation of a signal. Along the
lines, for long duration pure tones and wideband noise,
assume that theC-domain intensity is the loudness, and th
the loudness JND results from loudness ‘‘noise’’ due to
stochastic representation.

To model the intensity JND we must define adecision
variable associated with loudness and its random fluct
tions. We call this loudness random decision variable
single-trial loudness. Accordingly we define the loudnes
and the loudness JND in terms of the first and second
ments of the single-trial loudness, corresponding to the m
and variance of the distribution of the intensity decision va
able. Because of its fundamental importance, we define
ratio of the mean loudness to the loudness standard devia
as theloudness signal-to-noise ratio(SNRL ).

We will show that a transformation of theF-domain
JND data into theC domain unifies tonal-stimuli JND data
which do not obey the Weber’s law~‘‘near-miss results’’!,
36282(6)/3628/19/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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and wideband noise data, for which Weber’s law holds.
show that SNRL(L) is functionally the same for both th
tone and noise cases. To help understand these result
introduce the concept of a near-miss to Stevens’ law, wh
we show cancels the near–miss to Weber’s law, giving
invariance in SNRL for the tone case. Our ultimate goal
this work is to use signal detection theory to unify maski
and the JND, following the 1947 outline of this problem b
Miller ~1947!. This work has applications in speech and a
dio coding.

For the case of tones, we have chosen to illustrate
theoretical work using the classical intensity modulati
measurements of Riesz~1928!. Riesz measured the intensi
JND using small, low-frequency~3-Hz!, sinusoidal modula-
tion of tones. ‘‘Modern’’ methods generally use ‘‘pulsed
tones which are turned on and off somewhat abruptly,
make them suitable for a two-alternative, forced-cho
~2AFC! paradigm. Riesz’s modulation method has a disti
advantage for characterizing the internal signal detec
process, because it maintains a nearly steady-state s
signal condition within the auditory system. The interpre
tion of intensity JNDs is therefore simplified since the und
lying stochastic processes are stationary.

An outline of the paper is as follows: After some bas
definitions in Sec. I, and a review of some previous mod
in Sec. II, in Sec. III we explore issues surrounding the
lation between the intensity JND and loudness, for the s
cial case of tones in quiet and for wideband noise. First,
look at formulas for counting the number of intensity a
loudness JNDs and we use these formulas, together
decision-theoretic principles, to relate loudness to the int
sity JND. We then review the loudness-JND theory dev
oped by Hellman and Hellman~1990!, which provided the
inspiration for the present work. Next, we empirically es
mate the loudness SNR as a function of both intensity
loudness, using the tonal JND data of Riesz~1928! and the
loudness growth function of Fletcher and Munson~1933!.
We then repeat this calculation for Miller’s wideband noi
JND and loudness data. Finally we propose a model of lo
ness that may be used to compute the JND. This mo
merges Fletcher’s neural excitation pattern model of lo
ness with signal detection theory.

I. DEFINITIONS

We need a flexible yet clear notation that accounts
important time fluctuations and modulations that are pres
in the signals, such as beats and gated signals. Toward
end, we propose the following definitions. We include a de
nition of masked thresholdbecause we view the intensit
JND as a special case of the masked threshold~Miller, 1947!.
We include a definition ofbeatsso that we can discuss the
influence on Riesz’s method for the measurement of int
sity JNDs.

A. Basic definitions

1. Intensity

In the time domain, it is common to define theF inten-
sity in terms of the time-integrated squared signal press
s(t), namely,2
3629 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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I s~ t ![
1

%cTEt2T

t

s2~ t !dt, ~1!

whereT is the integration time and%c is the specific acous
tic impedance of air. Theintensity levelis defined asI s /I ref ,
and thesound-pressure levelas s/sref where the reference
intensity isI ref or 10210 mW/cm2 and the reference pressu
sref520mPa. These two reference levels are equivalen
only one temperature,3 but both seem to be in use.

2. Intensity of masker 1probe

The JND is sometimes called ‘‘self-masking,’’ to refle
the view that it is determined by the internal noise of t
auditory system. To model the JND it is useful to define
more general measure called themasked threshold, which is
defined in theF domain in terms of a pressure scale factora
applied to the probe signalp(t) that is then added to the
masking pressure signalm(t). The relative intensity of the
probe and masker is varied by changinga. Setting
s(t)5m(t)1ap(t), we denote the combined intensity as

I m1p~ t,a![
1

%cTEt2T

t

„m~ t !1ap~ t !…2dt. ~2!

The unscaled probe signalp(t) is chosen to have the sam
long-term average intensity as the maskerm(t), defined asI .
Let I m(t) be the intensity of the masker with no prob
(a50), and I p(t,a)5a2I be the intensity of the scale
probe signal with no masker. Thus4

I[I m1p~ t,0!5I m~ t !5I p~ t,1!.

3. Beats

Rapid fluctuations having frequency components outs
the bandwidth of theT second rectangular integration win
dow are very small and will be ignored. Accordingly w
drop the time dependence in termsI m and I p . Because of
beats betweenm(t) andp(t) ~assuming the spectra of thes
signals are within a common critical band! one must proceed
carefully. Slowly varying correlations between the probe a
masker having frequency components within the bandwi
of the integration window maynot be ignored, as with beat
between two tones separated in frequency by a few Hz.
cordingly we keep the time dependence in the te
I m1p(t,a) and other slow-beating time-dependent terms.
the F domain these beats are accounted for with a pro
masker correlation functionrmt(t) ~Sydorenko and Allen,
1994; Green and Swets, 1966, p. 213!.

4. Intensity increment dI(t,a)

Expanding Eq.~2! and solving for theintensity incre-
mentdI we find

dI ~ t,a![I m1p~ t,a!2I ~3!

5„2armp~ t !1a2
…I , ~4!

where

rmp~ t !5
1

%cTIEt2T

t

m~ t !p~ t !dt ~5!
3629J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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defines a normalized cross correlation function between
masker and the probe. The correlation function must lie
tween21 and 1.

5. Detection threshold

As the probe to masker ratioa is slowly increased from
zero, the probe can eventually be detected. We specify
detection thresholdas a

*
, where the asterisk indicates th

threshold value ofa where a subject can discriminate inte
sity I m1p(t,a

*
) from intensity I m1p(t,0) 50% of the time,

corrected for chance@i.e., obtain a 75% correct score in
direct comparison of the two signals~Yost, 1994; Green and
Swets, 1966, p. 129!#. The quantitya

*
(t,I ) is the probe to

masker rms pressure ratio at the detection threshold. It
function of the masker intensityI and, depending on the
experimental setup, time.

6. Masked threshold intensity

Themasked threshold intensityis defined in terms ofa
*

as

I p
* ~ I ![I p~a

*
!5a

*
2I ,

which is the threshold intensity of the probe in the prese
of the masker.

The masked threshold intensity is a function of t
stimulus modulation parameters. For example, tone mas
and narrow-band noise maskers of equal intensity, and th
fore approximately equal loudness, give masked thresh
that are about 20 dB different~Egan and Hake, 1950!. As a
second example, when using the method of beats~Riesz,
1928!, the just-detectable modulation depends on the b
frequency. With ‘‘modern’’ 2AFC methods, the signals a
usually gated on and off~100% modulation! ~Jesteadtet al.,
1977!. According to Stevens and Davis~p. 142, 1983!

A gradual transition, such as the sinusoidal varia-
tion used by Riesz, is less easy to detect than an
abrupt transition; but, as already suggested, an
abrupt transition may involve the production of
unwanted transients.

One must conclude that therelative masked threshold
@i.e., a

*
(t,I )] is a function of the modulation conditions.

7. C-domain temporal resolution

When modeling time varying psychological decisio
variables, the relevant integration timeT is not the duration
defined by theF-intensity Eq.~1!, rather the integration time
is determined in theC domain. This importantC-domain
model parameter is calledloudness temporal integration
~Yost, 1994!. It was first explicitly modeled by Munson in
1947.

The F-domain temporal resolution (T) is critical to the
definition of the JND in Riesz’s experiment~see Appendix
A! because it determines the measured intensity of the b
The C-domain temporal resolution plays a different ro
Beats cannot be heard if they are faster than, and there
‘‘filtered’’ out by, the C domain response. TheC-domain
temporal resolution also impacts results for gated stim
3630 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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such as in the 2AFC experiment, though its role is poo
understood in this case. To model the JND as measure
Riesz’s method of just-detectable beats, one must know
C-domain resolution duration to calculate the probe-mas
effective correlationrmp(t) in theC domain. It may be more
practical to estimate theC-domain resolution from experi
ments that estimate the degree of correlation, as determ
by the beat modulation detection threshold as a function
the beat frequencyf b ~Sydorenko and Allen, 1994!.

In summary, even though Riesz’s modulation detect
experiment is technically a masking task, we treat it, follo
ing Riesz~1928!, Miller ~1947!, and Littler ~1965!, as char-
acterizing the intensity JND.

It follows that theC-domain temporal resolution plays
key role in intensity JND and masking models.

8. The intensity JND DI

The intensityjust-noticeable difference~JND! is5

DI ~ I ![d~ t,a
*
!, ~6!

the intensity increment at the masked threshold, for the s
cial case where the probe signal is equal to the mask
signal @p(t)5m(t)#. From Eq.~4! with a set to threshold
a

*
andrmp(t)51

DI ~ I !5~2a
*
1a

*
2!I . ~7!

An important alternative definition for the special case of t
pure-tone JNDis to let the masker be a pure tone, and let t
probe be a pure tone of a slightly different frequency~e.g., a
beat frequency difference off b53 Hz!. This was the defini-
tion used by Riesz in 1928. Beats are heard atf b53 Hz, and
assuming the period of 3 Hz is within the passband of
C-temporal resolution window,rmp(t)5sin(2pfbt) and

DI ~ t,I !5@2a
*

sin~2p f bt !1a
*
2#I . ~8!

If the beat period is less than theC temporal resolution
window, the beats are ‘‘filtered’’ out by the auditory bra
~the effectivermn is small! and we do not hear the beats.
this caseDI (I )5a

*
2I .

9. Internal noise

It is widely accepted that the pure tone intensity JND
determined by theinternal noiseof the auditory system~Sie-
bert, 1965; Raab and Goldberg, 1975!, and thatDI is pro-
portional to the standard deviation of theC-domain decision
variable that is being discriminated in the intensity detect
task, reflected back into theF domain. The usual assump
tion, from signal detection theory, is thatDI 5d8s I , where
d8[DI /s I is a constant that depends on the experimen
design, ands I is the intensity standard deviation of th
F-domain intensity due toC-domain auditory noise~Yost,
1994!.

10. Hearing threshold

Thehearing threshold~or unmasked threshold! intensity
may be defined as the intensity corresponding to the
~lowest intensity! JND. The hearing threshold is represent
3630J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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as I p
* (0) to indicate the probe intensity when the mask

intensity is small~i.e., I→0). It is believed that interna
noise is responsible for the hearing threshold, however, th
is no reason to assume that this noise is the same as
internal noise that produces the JND.

11. Loudness L

The loudness Lof a sound is theC intensity. Theloud-
ness growth function L(I ) depends on the stimulus cond
tions. For exampleL(I ) for a tone and for wideband nois
are not the same functions. Likewise the loudness gro
function for a 100-ms tone and a 1-s tone differ. When
fining a loudness scaleit is traditional to specify the inten
sity, frequency, and duration of a tone such that the loudn
growth function is one@i.e., L(I ref , f ref ,Tref)51 defines a
loudness scale#. For the sone scale, the reference signal i
I ref540 dB SPL tone atf ref51 kHz with durationTref51 s.
For Fletcher’s LU scale the reference intensity is the hea
threshold, which means that 1 sone5975 LU ~Fletcher,
1953! for a ‘‘normal’’ hearing person. In the next section w
shall show that Fletcher’s LU loudness scale is a more n
ral scale than the sone scale~the ANSI and ISO standard
scales!.

12. The single-trial loudness

A fundamental postulate of psychophysics is that all
cision variables~i.e., C variables! are random variables
drawn from some probability density function~Green and
Swets, 1966, Chap. 5!. For early discussions of this point se
Montgomery ~1935! and page 144 of Stevens and Dav
~1983!. To clearly indicate the distinction between rando
and nonrandom variables, a tilde (;) is used to indicate a
random variable.6

We define the loudness decision variable as thesingle-

trial loudness L̃, which is the sample loudness heard on ea
stimulus presentation. The loudnessL is then the expected
value of the single-trial loudnessL̃

L~ I ![E L̃ ~ I !. ~9!

The second moment of the single-trial loudness

sL
2[E~ L̃2L !2 ~10!

defines the loudnessvariancesL
2 andstandard deviationsL .

B. Derived definitions

The definitions given above cover the basic variabl
However, many normalized forms of these variables are u
in the literature, and these also need to be defined. Th
derived variables were frequently formed with the hope
finding an invariance in the data. This could be viewed a
form of modeling exercise that has largely failed~e.g., the
near-miss to Weber’s law!. The shear number of combina
tions has lead to serious confusions~Yost, 1994, p. 152!.
Each normalized variable is usually expressed in dB, add
an additional unnecessary layer of confusion to the pictu
3631 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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1. Weber fraction J

The intensity JND is frequently expressed as arelative
JND called theWeber fractiondefined by

J~ I ![DI ~ I !/I . ~11!

From the signal detection theory premise thatDI 5d8s I

~Yost, 1994!, J is just the reciprocal of an effective signa
to-noise ratio defined as

SNRI~ I ![I /s I~ I ! ~12!

since

J5d8s I /I 5d8/SNRI . ~13!

One conceptual problem with the Weber fractionJ is
that it is aneffectivenoise-to-signal ratio, expressed in theF
~physical! domain, but determined by aC ~psychophysical!
domain mechanism~internal noise!.

2. Loudness JND DL

Any superthresholdC-domain increments may be quan
tified by correspondingF-domain increments. Theloudness
JND DL(I ) is defined as the change in loudnessL(I ) corre-
sponding to the intensity JNDDI (I ). While it is not possible
to measureDL directly, we assume that we may expand t
loudness function in a Taylor series, giving

L~ I 1DI !5L~ I !1DI
dL

dI U
I

1HOT,

where HOT representshigher-order terms, which we shall
ignore. If we solve for

DL[L~ I 1DI !2L~ I ! ~14!

we find

DL5DI
dL

dI U
I

. ~15!

We call this expression thesmall-JNDapproximation. The
above shows that the loudness JNDDL(I ) is related to the
intensity JNDDI (I ) by the slope of the loudness function
evaluated at intensityI . According to the signal detection
model, the standard deviation of the single trial loudnes
proportional to the loudness JND, namely

DL5d8sL . ~16!

A more explicit way of expressing this assumption is

DL

DI
5

sL

s I
. ~17!

3. Loudness SNR

In a manner analogous to theF-domain SNRI , we de-
fine the C-domain loudness SNR as SNRL(L)[L/sL(L).
Given Eq.~16!, it follows that

SNRI5n SNRL , ~18!

wheren is the slope of the log-loudness function with r
spect to log-intensity, namely
3631J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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dLlog

db U
b

, ~19!

where b[10 log10(I /I ref) is the intensity levelin dB, and
L log(b)[10 log10„L(10b/10)….

The derivation of Eq.~18! is as follows: If we express
the loudness as a power law

L~ I !5I n

and letx5 log(I) andy5 log(L), theny5nx. If the change of
n with respect to dB SPL is small, thendy/dx'Dy/Dx'n.
Sinced log(y)5dy/y we get

DL/L5nDI /I . ~20!

From Eq.~17!, Eq. ~18! follows.
Equation~18! is important because~a! it tells us how to

relate the SNRs between theF and C domains,~b! every
term is dimensionless,~c! the equation is simple, sincen is
approximately constant above 40 dB SL~i.e., Stevens’ law!,
and because~d! we are used to seeing and thinking of lou
ness, intensity, and the SNR, on log scales, and also the s
on log-log scales.

4. Counting JND’s

While the concept of counting JNDs has been frequen
discussed in the literature, starting with Fechner, unfo
nately the actual counting formula~i.e., the equation! is
rarely provided. As a result of a literature search, we fou
the formula in Nutting~1907!, Fletcher~1923a!, Wegel and
Lane ~1924!, Riesz ~1928!, Fletcher ~1929!, and Miller
~1947!.

To derive the JND counting formula, Eq.~15! is rewrit-
ten as

dI

DI
5

dL

DL
. ~21!

Integrating over an interval gives

E
I 1

I 2 dI

DI
5E

L1

L2 dL

DL
, ~22!

where L15L(I 1) and L25L(I 2). Each integral counts the
total number of JND’s betweenI 1 and I 2 ~Riesz, 1928;
Fletcher, 1929!. For example

N12[E
I 1

I 2 dI

DI ~ I !
~23!

definesN12, the number of intensity JNDs betweenI 1 and
I 2 . Equivalently

N12[E
L1

L2 dL

DL
~24!

defines the number of loudness JNDs betweenL1 and L2 .
The number of JNDs must be the same regardless of
domain~i.e., the abscissa variable!, F or C.
3632 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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II. EMPIRICAL MODELS

This section reviews some earlier empirical models
the JND and its relation to loudness relevant to our devel
ment.

A. Weber’s law

In 1846 it was suggested by Weber thatJ(I ) is indepen-
dent of I . According to Eq.~7!,

J~ I !52a
*
1a

*
2 .

If J is constant, thena
*

must be constant, which we deno
by a

*
(I– ) ~we strike outI to indicate thata

*
is not a function

of intensity!. This expectation, which is called Weber’s la
~Weber, 1988!, has been successfully applied to many h
man perceptions. We refer the reader to the helpful and
tailed review of these questions by Viemeister~1988!,
Johnsonet al. ~1993!, and Moore~1982!.

Somewhat frustrating is the empirical observation th
J(I ) is not constant for the most elementary case of a p
tone ~Riesz, 1928; Jesteadtet al., 1977!. This observation is
referred to asthe near-miss to Weber’s law~McGill and
Goldberg, 1968b!. It remains unexplained why Weber’s law
holds as well as it does~Green, 1988, 1970, p. 721!, or even
why it holds at all. Given the complex and nonlinear natu
of the transformation between theF and C domains,
coupled with the belief that the noise source is in theC
domain, it seems unreasonable that a law as simple as
ber’s law, could hold in any general way. A transformati
of the JND from theF domain to theC domain might
clarify the situation.

Weber’s law does make one simple prediction that
potentially important. From Eq.~23! along with Weber’s law
J0[J(I– ) we see that the formula for the number of JNDs

N125E
I 1

I 2 dI

J0I
~25!

5
1

J0
lnS I 2

I 1
D . ~26!

B. Fechner’s postulate

In 1860 Fechner postulated that the loudness J
DL(I ) is a constant7 ~Stevens, 1951; Fechner, 1966; Luc
1993; Plack and Carlyon, 1995!. We shall indicate such a
constancy with respect toI as DL(I– ) ~as before, we strike
out theI to indicate thatDL is not a function of intensity!.
As first reported by Stevens~1961!, we shall show that Fech
ner’s postulate is not generally true.

1. The Fechner JND counting formula

From Eq.~24!, along with Fechner’s postulateDL(I– ),
we find

N125E
L1

L2 dL

DL~ I– !
~27!

5
L22L1

DL
. ~28!
3632J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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This says that if the loudness JND were constant, one co
calculate the number of JNDs by dividing the length of t
interval by the step size. We call this relation theFechner
JND counting formula.

2. The Weber –Fechner law

It is frequently stated~Luce, 1993! that Fechner’s pos
tulate@DL(I– )# and Weber’s law@J0[J(I– )# lead to the con-
clusion that the difference in loudness between any two
tensitiesI 1 andI 2 is proportional to the logarithm of the rati
of the two intensities, namely

L~ I 2!2L~ I 1!

DL
5

1

J0
logS I 2

I 1
D . ~29!

This is easily seen by eliminatingN12 from Eq. ~26! and
~28!. This result is calledFechner’s law, and was called the
Weber–Fechner lawby Fletcher and his colleagues~as it is
today by the Vision community! because Eq.~29! results
when one assumes that both Fechner’s postulate and
ber’s law are simultaneously true.

Even though Weber’s law is approximately true, b
cause Fechner’s postulate Eq.~28! is not true8 ~Stevens,
1961!, Fechner’s law cannot be true. The arguments on b
sides of this proposal have been weakened by the unc
relation between loudness and the intensity JND. For
ample, it has been argued that since the relation betw
L(I ) and DI (I ) depends on many factors, there can be
simple relation between the two~Zwislocki and Jordan,
1986!. It has even been suggested that loudness and th
tensity JND may be independent.9 For a recent discussion o
loudness and psychophysical scaling, see Marks~1974!, Ge-
scheider~1976!, Luce~1993!, and Plack and Carlyon~1995!.

C. Poisson noise

Starting in 1923, Fletcher and Steinberg studied lo
ness coding of pure tones, noise, and speech~Fletcher,
1923a, 1923b; Fletcher and Steinberg, 1924; Steinb
1925!, and proposed that loudness was related to ne
spike count~Fletcher and Munson, 1933!, and even provided
detailed estimates of the relation between the numbe
spikes and the loudness in sones~Fletcher, 1953, p. 271!. In
1943 De Vries first introduced a photon counting Poiss
process model as a theoretical basis for the threshold o
sion ~De Vries, 1943!. Siebert~1965! proposed that Poisson
point-process noise, resulting from the neural rate code,
as the internal noise that limits the frequency JND~Green,
1970; Jesteadtet al., 1977!. A few years later~Siebert,
1968!, and independently10 McGill and Goldberg~1968a!
proposed that the Poisson internal noise~PIN! model might
account for the intensity JND, but they did not find a reas
able loudness growth function. Hellman and Hellman~1990!
further refined the argument that Poisson noise may be u
to relate the loudness growth to the intensity JND, and t
found good agreement between the JND and realistic lo
ness functions.

As we shall show, the PIN model requires thatDL(L)
}AL, which may be written assL

2}L. The proportionality
constant depends on the loudness scale.
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D. Hellman and Hellman’s alternative to Fechner

In 1990 Hellman and Hellman proposed an alternative
Fechner’s hypothesis, thatDL is constant, by showing tha
the PIN model could give reasonable loudness growth fu
tions. Their paper concludes that the relation between
intensity JND and loudness is

AL~ I 2!2AL~ I 1!5
h

2EI 1

I 2 dI

DI ~ I !
. ~30!

In the next section we discuss the underlying principles
hind Eq. ~30!, and discuss its generalization to other con
tions, such as higher intensities, noise, complex tones,
pulsed signals of various duty cycles.

The PIN JND counting formula. Given the definition
of the number of JNDs@Eq. ~23!# we may rewrite the Hell-
man and Hellman formula@Eq. ~30!# as

N125
2

h
~AL22AL1!. ~31!

We call this relation thePIN JND counting formula. It speci-
fies the number of JNDs between two loudness values, wh
the factorh depends on the reference intensityI ref for the
loudness scale. Equation~31! was first described by Steven
in 1936~Stevens and Davis, 1983, p. 149! in a slightly modi-
fied form asL25N02

2.2, where L050 is the loudness for
I 050, and again by Miller ~1947! for white noise as
L25N02

3 . Equation~31! ~i.e., L2'N02
2 ) should be compared

and contrasted to Fechner’s JND counting formula Eq.~28!.
In the next section we show that for long duration ton
below about 20 dB SL, Eq.~31! is essentially correct; how
ever, when the PIN model does not hold@e.g., when
DL(L)ÞAL, such as for continuous tones at high inten
ties#, a different relation must apply.

III. RESULTS

In the following we directly compare the loudnes
growth function of Fletcher and Munson to the number
JNDs N12 from Riesz, as described in Appendix A. Th
Fletcher and Munson loudness data~Munson, 1932! were
determined for long duration tonal stimuli using the loudne
balance method~Fletcher and Munson, 1933!, the method of
constant stimuli~Yost, 1994!, and the assumption of additiv
ity of partial loudness. Riesz’s data were also determined
long duration stimuli with just-detectable modulation~i.e.,
they were tonelike sounds!. Since the JND depends on th
modulation depth, as discussed in theDefinitions section,
Riesz’s JND data seem to be ideal for this comparison si
both the loudness data and the JND data have minimal~and
similar! modulation parameters~Riesz’s continuous tona
stimuli, which have just-detectable modulations, are m
tonelike than gated 2AFC stimuli!.

A. Determination of the JND counting formula

Motivated by Eq.~31!, in Fig. 1 we have compared th
number of JNDs to the square root of the loudness at al
frequencies that Fletcher and Munson used to define
loudness, requiring the reconstruction of the loudness cu
from the raw data given in Table I of the 1933 paper. T
3633J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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FIG. 1. Observed versus predicted number of JNDs. In this figureAL22AL1 is the abscissa, using the loudnessL(I ) from Fletcher and Munson~1933!, versus
the number of JNDsN12 from Riesz~1928! on the ordinate, for intensitiesI 2 from 1 dB to 120 dB SL~above the threshold intensityI 1). The 11 curves,
corresponding to the frequencies 0.062 to 16 kHz, are distributed among the four panels for clarity. Except at low frequencies and high levels, th
plots are nearly parallel to the 45° line, in support of the Hellman and Hellman PIN model.
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procedure for doing this is described in Appendix B. T
figure is divided into four panels to separate the res
across frequency. The abscissa gives the difference betw
the square root of loudness above threshold and the sq
root of the loudness at thresholdAL22AL1, while the ordi-
nate gives the corresponding number of JNDs above thr
old N12. The results for 62 and 125 Hz clearly depart fro
straight-line behavior. Also at high levels for all frequencie
for L.104 LU ~i.e., .10 sones!, the results deviate from a
straight-line. However, over the rest of the range, Eq.~31! is
an excellent summary of the curves of Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows an alternative way of presenting the d
that estimates 2/h and provides a more sensitive indication
the deviations from Eq.~31!. In this figure we plot the ratio
of N12 divided byAL22AL1, as a function of the intensity
expressed in dB SL. Equation~31! says that this ratio should
be independent of intensity. The deviation from a const
value shown in Fig. 2 is greatest at low frequencies, bu
small in comparison to the large range of values spanned
both the numerator and denominator of this rat
3634 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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Again we see reasonable agreement between the Hell
and Hellman theory and the tonal data.

B. An alternative to Fechner’s postulate

If one treats Eq.~31! as an exact representation of Fig.
thereby ignoring any deviations with intensity and fr
quency, one may draw several interesting conclusions. F
it follows that

DL5hAL, ~32!

where h is a proportionality constant, as may be seen
direct substitution of Eq.~32! into the JND counting formula
Eq. ~24!:

N125E
L1

L2 dL

hAL
~33!

5
2

h
~AL22AL1!, ~34!
3634J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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FIG. 2. These data are the same as that of Fig. 1 except the ordinate has been normalized by the abscissa. On the abscissa is the sound intens
and on the ordinate isN12 /(AL22AL1). This allows the estimation of the parameter 2/h, as described by Eq.~31!. The 11 curves represent the sam
frequencies shown in the previous figure.
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which is Eq.~31!. In summary, Fechner’s postulate cann
be true sinceDL5hAL, which isnot constant.

As discussed in Sec. I, a basic tenant of signal detec
theory is that the standard deviation of the decision varia
is proportional to the change in the mean, which is Eq.~16!
in the present case, since the decision variable is the sin
trial loudness.

If we eliminateDL from Eqs.~32! and~16!, we recover
the fundamental assumption of the PIN model~Sec. II C!,

L5S d8

h D 2

sL
2 , ~35!

which says thatthe mean of the single-trial loudness L
proportional tosL

2 , the variance of the single-trial loudnes,
where thesingle-trial loudnessis the loudness decision var
able. By the proper choice of the reference intensityI ref cor-
responding to unity loudness~i.e., L ref51), along with
knowledge ofd8, which depends on the experimental con
tions, the proportionality constant (d8/h) may be set to 1. In
fact, Fletcher’s LU loudness scale, which is based on sp
3635 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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counts, is just such a scale~Fletcher and Munson, 1933!
since L(I ref)51 when I ref is the threshold intensityI p

* (0).
The sone scale is not such a loudness scale since in that
I ref corresponds to 40 dB SPL.

Since for the PIN model we know bothDI (I ) and
DL(L), we may evaluate Eq.~22! and obtain a usable alter
native to Fechner’s ill-founded loudness law Eq.~29!. For
example based on Eqs.~32! and~A1!, Eq.~22! givesL(I ) for
tones by equating Eqs.~31! and ~A5!, leading to

L~ I !5FAL ref1
h

2kJ`
lnS ~ I /I ref!

kJ`1~Jref2J`!

Jref
D G2

.

~36!

The parametersk, J` , andJref are described in Appendix A
Equation~36! provides a good description of the tonal lou
ness functions over the range of intensities where the
model is valid. A similar use of Eq.~22! should give a rea-
sonable fit to any loudness growth function onceDI (I ) and
DL(L) have been estimated.
3635J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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FIG. 3. In this figure we showDL(L, f ) computed directly from Eq.~14! using Riesz’s JND data and the Fletcher–Munson loudness-intensity curve, for l
between 0 and 120 dB SL. A( has been placed on the curves at an intensity of 55 dB SL, for 62 and 125 Hz, 60 dB SL for 0.25 to 1 kHz, 55 dB
2–5.65 kHz, and 50 dB SL for 8–16 kHz. In the upper-right panel we have added a straight line for reference, having slopes of 1/2, 1/3, and 1,
between 0–20, 20–60, and above 60 dB SL, respectively. From these plots it is clear thatDL(L) is described by a power law inL having three straight line
segments. Between 0 and 20 dB SL, the slope is close to 0.5. Between 20 and 60 dB SL the slope is close to 1/3 (DL}L1/3) for tones, and 2/3 for noise. Above
60 dB SL, the slope is 1 (DL}L). Fechner’s law@DL(I– )# appears to hold only for 62 and 125 Hz below 50 dB SL. One extra curve, labeled with a
solid line, has been added to the lower-left panel, showingDL(L) for the wideband noise data of Miller~1947!. This curve has a slope of approximately 1
below 25 dB SL, 2/3 between 25 and 55 dB SL, and then merges with the tone data up to a loudness of 105 ~LU!, the upper limit of Miller’s data. Note that
1 sone is 975 LU.
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C. The direct estimate of DL

The above discussion has~a! drawn out the fundamenta
nature of the JND,~b! shown the critical nature of the de
pendence ofDL(L) on L, and~c! has shown that below 10
sones the PIN model, Eq.~32!, approximately holds. Given
its importance, it is reasonable to estimateDL directly from
its definition Eq.~14!, using Riesz’sDI (I ) and Fletcher and
Munson’s~1933! estimate ofL(I ).

In Fig. 3 we show an estimate ofDL(L) computed using
all 11 tonal frequencies that Fletcher and Munson used
define the loudness. Each of the four panels displays a
ferent frequency range. As indicated in the figure caption
have marked the point on the curve where the slope chan
For the 62 Hz data in the upper-left panel we see thatDL is
constant for levels below about 50 dB SL. Over most of
frequency range, below 20 dB SL,DL}AL. Between 20 and
60 dB SL,DL}L1/3. Above 60 dB SL,DL}L.

Miller’s ~1947! famous JND paper also includes wid
band noise loudness-level results. We transformed these
3636 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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to loudness using Fletcher and Munson’s~1933! reference
curve~i.e., Fig. 6 upper left!. In Fig. 3 ~thick line, lower-left
panel! we showDL(L) for Miller’s ~1947! wideband noise
JNDI data. Between 25 and 55 dB SL, the slope ofDL(L) on
a log–log plot is close to 2/3. Above 55 dB SL,DL(L) is the
same as that for tones.

D. Determination of the loudness SNR

The pure tone and wideband noise JND results may
summarized in terms of the loudness SNRL(I ) data shown in
Fig. 4 where we showL/DL5SNRL /d8 as a function of
intensity. As before we separate frequencies into sepa
panels. The SNRL for the wide band noise data of Miller i
shown in the lower-left panel.

For noise below 55 dB SL the loudness signal-to-no
ratio SNRL[L/sL increases as the cube root (122/3
51/3) of the loudness; namely the noise increases by a
tor of 2 when the loudness increases by a factor of 8.
levels above about 55 dB SL, SNRL(L) remains approxi-
3636J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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h is
mately constant with a value between 20 and 60 for b
tones and noise. For tones, between threshold and 60 dB
sL}L1/p with 2<p<3. Above 60 dB SL,sL}L ~i.e.,
p51).

To the extent that the curves are all approximately
same across frequency, Fig. 4 provides a stimulus inde
dent description of the relation between the intensity J
and loudness. This invariance in SNRL seems significant
Where the high level segment of SNRL is constant, the in-
tensity resolution of the auditory system has a fixed inter
relative resolution ~Ekman, 1959!. The obvious interpreta
tion is that as the intensity is increased from threshold,
neural rate-limited SNR increases until it saturates due
someother dynamic range limit, such as that due to som
form of central nervous system~CNS! noise.

Near-miss to Stevens’ law. In Fig. 5 we show a sum
mary ofL(I ), n(I ), J(I ), andDL/L5d8/SNRL for the tone
and noise data. For tones the intensity exponentn(I ) varies
systematically between 0.3 and 0.4 above 50 dB SL,
shown by the solid line in the upper-right panel. We ha
highlighted this change in the power law with intensity for
1 kHz tone in the upper-right panel with a light-solid straig
line. It is logical to call this effect thenear-miss to Stevens
law, since it cancels the near-miss to Weber’s law, giving
constant relative loudness JNDDL/L for tones.

In the lower-right panel we provide a functional sum
mary of DL/L for both tones and noise with the light-sol
line described by

DL~L !

L
5h@min~L,L0!#21/2, ~37!

whereh5A2 andL055000 LU ('5 sones!. We call this
relation the Saturated Poisson Internal Noise~SPIN! model.
With these parameter values, Eq.~37! appears to be a lowe
bound on the relative loudness JNDL for both tones and
noise.

E. Weber-fraction formula

In this section we derive the relation between the We
fraction J(I ) given the loudnessL(I ) starting from the
small-JND approximation

DL5DIL 8~ I !, ~38!

whereL8(I )[dL/dI. If we solve this equation forDI and
divide by I we find

J~ I ![
DI

I
5

DL

IL 8~ I !
. ~39!

Finally we substitute the SPIN model Eq.~37!

J~ I !5
hL~ I !

IL 8~ I !
@min„L~ I !,L0…#21/2. ~40!

This formula is the same as that derived by Hellman a
Hellman ~1990! whenL<L0 . In Fig. 6 we plot Eq.~40! in
the lower two panels labeled ‘‘SPIN model.’’ From th
lower-left panel of this figure,h52.4 andL0510 000 LU.
For levels between 0 and 100 dB SL, the SPIN model~solid
3637 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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curve! fit to Riesz’s data and Riesz’s formula is excellen
Over this 100 dB range the curve defined by the loudn
function fits as well as the curve defined by Riesz’s form
given in Appendix A~the dashed curve!. The excellent fit
gives us further confidence in the basic assumptions of
model.

In the lower-right panel we have superimposed the J
data of Jesteadtet al. ~1977! with h53 andL0510 000 LU
for comparison to Eq.~40!. The Jesteadtet al. data were
taken with gated stimuli~100% modulation! and 2AFC
methods. It is expected that the experimental method wo
lead to a different value ofh than the valued required fo
Riesz’s data set. The discrepancy between 0 and 20 dB
be due to the 100% modulation for these stimuli. The
from 20 to 80 dB SL is less than a 5% maximum error, a
much less in terms of rms error. Note the similarity in slo
between the model and the data.

F. Riesz’s counting ratio

According to Eq.~31!, the frequency dependence of th
number of intensity JNDs between any two values of lou
ness must be isolated to the coefficienth( f ). This was first
observed empirically by Riesz in 1933 in a different for
when he pointed out that for levels below approximately
dB SL the JND counting-ratio

N1X /N1R ~41!

is independent of frequency~Riesz, 1933; Houtsmaet al.,
1980!. In this equation,N1X andN1R are given by Eq.~23!.
The index 1 corresponds to the threshold intens
I 15I p

* (0), theR index indicates some reference intensityI R

@e.g.,LR(I R)51sone atI R540 phons#, while X indicates an
arbitrary intensityI X . The data of Fig. 2 show a slight fre
quency dependence ofh( f ) on f . In the ratio given by Eq.
~41!, this dependence cancels, making the counting ratio
dependent of frequency.

Riesz’s observation about the JND counting ratio is
teresting because the isoloudness contours depend sig
cantly on frequency,DI (I , f ) depends significantly on fre
quency, and yet the ratio Eq.~41!, which depends only on
DI (I , f ), shows little variation with frequency.

By assuming that the counting ratio is independent
frequency, Riesz was able to mimic Munson’s loudne
curves~Munson, 1932! ~i.e., the Fletcher–Munson isoloud
ness curves! below a critical level of approximately 70 dB
SL, given two isolevel contours~e.g., L1 and LR) and his
1928 measurements ofDI (I ) expressed in terms ofN using
Eq. ~23!.

From ratio Eq.~41! and Eq.~31! we obtain

N1X

N1R
5

ALX2AL1

ALR2AL1

. ~42!

Thus we see that the frequency independence of Eq.~42!
@namely Riesz’s~1933! observation# follows directly from
Eq. ~32! and the definition of the number of JNDs Eq.~24!.

A more general statement may be made. IfDL(L, f ) has
no direct dependence on intensity and is either indepen
of frequency or contains a frequency dependence whic
3637J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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FIG. 4. In this figure we plotL(I )/DL5SNRL /d8 for intensities between 0 and 120 dB SL. Below about 55 dB SL the internal signal-to-noise ratio SNL(I )
is increasing and is proportional toL121/p, where 2<p<3 for tones andp'3/2 for noise. Above 60 dB SL the SNRL saturates at about 50 linear units. A
62 and 125 Hz the SNRL decreases at high levels.
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separable@i.e., DL(L, f )5w1(L,I– )w2( f ,I– )], then the fre-
quency independence of Riesz’s counting ratio follows fr
Eq. ~24!, regardless of the detailed form of the dependenc
DL on L.

G. Summary

Riesz’s~1933! observation that the counting ratio is in
dependent of frequency for intensities below 70 dB SL te
us that the loudness JND has no direct dependence on in
sity @i.e., DL(L,I– ,f )], and that its dependence on loudne
can be separated from any possible dependence on
quency. Turning the argument around, when Riesz’s co
ing ratio is independent of intensity, it follows tha
DL(L,I– ,f ) ~i.e., thatDL does not depend onI ). This obser-
vation supports Fechner’s idea thatL(I ) may be found by
counting JNDs; he simply had the wrong formulas forDI (I )
andDL(L).

IV. A MODEL OF TONAL LOUDNESS CODING

In this section the SPIN model@Eq. ~37!# is merged with
Fletcher’s loudness theory. Fletcher was the first to desc
the neural excitation pattern model of partial loudness
propose that the summation of the total spike activity co
account for the loudness. Since the variance of the sp
3638 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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count is equal to the mean count for a Poisson process~the
PIN model!, Fletcher’s neural rate model of loudness pr
dicts the JND when the neural spike train obeys Pois
statistics. Above 60 dB, where the SNRL is saturated, a dif-
ferent explanation is required~e.g., CNS noise!.

A. Assumptions about loudness for pure tones

To understand all these relations we need a model,
we make the following model assumptions about the sing
trial pure-tone loudness:

~1! The single-trial pure-tone loudness L˜(I , f ) is given
by the total number of neural spikes that result from t
presentation of the tone of durationT seconds. Namely

L̃~ I ,t, f !5E
0

xLE
t2T

t

R̃ ~ I ,t, f ,x!dt dx,

where R̃ (I ,t, f ,x) is a random variable that describes t
neural spike rate at timet associated with placex on the
basilar membrane, given a tone of frequencyf and intensity
I . The length of the basilar membrane isxL . The additivity
~i.e., the integral over place and time! is based on Fletcher’s
analysis of 10 years of loudness measurements by Mun
3638J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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FIG. 5. In 1947 Miller measured the JNDI and the loudness level for two subjects using wide band noise~0.15–7 kHz! for levels between 3 and 100 dB SL
The intensity of the noise was modulated with a ramped square wave that was high for 1.5 s and low 4.5 s. The loudness, computed from Miller’s
~dashed curve! using Fletcher and Munson’s~1933! 1-kHz tone loudness-growth curve are shown in the upper-left panel, along with the Fletcher M
tonal loudness-growth function~solid curve!. The upper-right panel shows the exponentn(I )[dLlog /db for both Fletcher and Munson’s and Miller’s~average
of two subjects! loudness-growth function. In the lower-left panel we plotDI /I vs I for Miller’s two subjects, Miller’s equation, and Riesz’s equation. In t
bottom-right panel we show theDL/L vs L for the noise and tones cases. From Eq.~20! DL/L5n(I )J(I ). Note how the product ofn(I ) andJ(I ) is close
to a constant for tones above 65 dB SL. This invariance justifies calling the variations in the power-law exponentn(I ) for tones the ‘‘near-miss to Stevens
law.’’ For reference, 1 sone is 975 LU.
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~Fletcher and Munson, 1933!, as well as more recent obse
vations.

~2! From signal detection theory, the relation betwe
the loudness JNDDL and the standard deviation of th
single-trial loudness@Eq. ~10!# is DL5d8sL .

~3! The single-trial loudness is Poisson below 60 dB S
A second independent noise source limits theL/DL ratio to a
fixed maximum of about 50 for levels above 60 dB.

~4! The loudness-growth functionL(I , f ) has a slope
dL/dI which is a good local approximation to the ratio of th
loudness JND to the intensity JNDDL/DI (I , f ).

B. Model discussion

Fletcher’s model~assumption 1! has been heavily and
widely criticized~e.g., Licklider, 1959!. Clearly, the auditory
nerve response is the input to such loudness calculations
3639 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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the auditory nerve response may not be claimed to be lo
nessper se. We have shown in this paper that a point-proce
representation of loudness appears to be a realistic ass
tion. It is remarkable, given the primitive state of knowled
in 1923 about auditory neurophysiology, that Fletcher as
ciated neural rate with loudness~Fletcher, 1923a; Fletche
and Steinberg, 1924!. Unfortunately this association receive
only tenuous acceptance today~Viemeister, 1988; Smith,
1988; Delgutte, 1995; Doucet, 1995!. Our assumption of a
uniform time weighting having durationT is not realistic,
and a more realistic weighting function needs further stu

Assumption 2 is widely accepted, and works well for t
2AFC JND task, but is not correct for the modulatio
detection task such as Riesz’s method of beats. When m
lation detection is the task,DL'0. This is best seen from
Eq. ~8!. Since a

*
is small, the mean change in intensi
3639J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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FIG. 6. Comparison between loudness data and intensity JND data at 1 kHz using the SPIN model. The upper-left panel shows the Fletcher–Muns
data from their Table III~Fletcher and Munson, 1933!. The upper-right panel is a plot of the slope of the loudness with respect to intensity~LU-cm/W!. In
the lower-left we show the relation between the SPIN-model@Eq. ~40! with h52.4] relative JND~solid line!, calculated from the Fletcher–Munson loudne
data, and the measured relative JND obtained by Riesz~1928! at 1 kHz. We display both Riesz’s formula~dashed line! and Riesz’s raw data~circles!, which
may be found in Fletcher~1953, 1995!. In the lower right we compare the SPIN-model relative JND@Eq. ~40!, with h53.0], and the relative JND compute
from the Jesteadtet al. formula ~dashed line! and data from their Table B-I~circles!. They measured the JND using pulsed tones for levels between 5 an
dB. For reference, 1 sone is 975 LU.
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defined by the second terma
*
2I is not what is detected by th

listener. The beating term 2a
*

sin(2pfbt) is responsible for
detection. From basic detection theory we know that
width of the distribution is responsible for modulation dete
tion rather than the change in the mean. Riesz avoided
problem with the empirical definition ofJ described in Ap-
pendix A.

Assumption 4 is easily tested by direct comparison
the two sides of Eq.~15!.

V. DISCUSSION

Inspired by the Poisson internal noise~PIN! based
theory of Hellman and Hellman~1990!, we have developed a
theoretical framework that can be used to explore the r
tionship between the pure-tone loudness and the inten
JND. The basic idea is to combine Fletcher’s neural exc
tion response pattern model of loudness with signal detec
3640 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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theory. We defined a random decision variable called
single-trial loudness. Themeanof this random variable is the
loudness, while itsstandard deviationis proportional to the
loudness JND. We define the loudness signal-to-noise r
SNRL as the ratio of loudness~the signal! to standard devia-
tion ~a measure of the noise!.

A. Model validation

To evaluate the model we have compared the loudn
data of Fletcher and Munson~1933! with the intensity JND
data of Riesz~1928! for tones. A similar comparison wa
made for noise using loudness and intensity JND data fr
Miller ~1947!. We were able to unify the tone and noise da
by two equivalent methods. First, since the loudness SNR
proportional to the ratio of the loudness to the JNDL/DL,
the SNR is also a piecewise power-law function we call
SPIN model. All the data are in excellent agreement with
3640J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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SPIN model, providing support for the validity of this theor
Second, we found that the loudness JNDDL(L) is a piece-
wise power law, namely

DL~L !5L1/p,

wherep is a piecewise intensity-independent constant. N
we discuss the various piecewise regions for long-dura
tones.

1. Below 20 dB SL

In this intensity range we have found that the pure-to
loudness JND is proportional to the square root of the lo
ness, that isp52. One interpretation of this dependence
that the single-trial loudness obeys Poisson statistics~the
PIN model is valid, which says thatsL

25L), and that the
tonal loudness is the average count of the total numbe
spikes.

From the data of Figs. 1 and 2, we conclude that the P
JND counting formula Eq.~31! is in excellent agreemen
with Riesz’s ~1928! JND data and Fletcher and Munson
~1933! loudness data between 250 Hz and 16 kHz. We t
these results as a direct demonstration of the validity of
theory presented in Sec. IV, which implies that the theor
underlying assumptions are correct. Most important is
sumption 1 which says that the loudness is equal to the t
neural spike count. This same assumption inspired Fletch
model of loudness and led to theloudness unit~LU! scale,
which predates the sone scale by 10 years. However, o
than for setting the reference intensity corresponding to
loudness, Fletcher did not actually use the neural coun
assumption in his derivation. The success of the PIN the
supports the view that it is Poisson noise that limits o
ability to discriminate pure tone intensity below 70 dB~10
sones!. In other words, the source of uncertainty that giv
rise to the intensity JND is due to the granularity of t
neural spikes in the counting representation of loudness
reflected by assumption 3.

2. Between 20 and 60 dB SL

In this region, for the tone case,p increases from 2 to 3
We have no way of judging the statistical significance of t
change to evaluate the significance of this change in ex
nent. Is it a result of a spread of the excitation pattern,
mary neural saturation, or a more central effect? Could it
an anomaly of Riesz’s formula forDI , or Fletcher and Mun-
son’s 1 kHz loudness-growth curve? The only safe conc
sion is that we need more data.

3. Above 60 dB SL

Above 60 dB SL the PIN counting formula Eq.~32!
begins to fail—above 80 dB it fails dramatically asp ap-
proaches 1. At high rates the variance could depend
‘‘dead-time’’ effects ~Teich and Khanna, 1985; Young an
Barta, 1986! which introduce a correlation between spike
One problem with the dead-time model is that it does
seem consistent with ap of 1. A more likely possibility is
that this high level ‘‘CNS noise’’ is due to the variability i
3641 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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spike amplitude, assuming that the output cell soma volt
is sensitive to the area under each spike input.

The direct estimate ofDL(L) from Fig. 4 shows that
sL(I )}L ~Ekman, 1959!, leading to a loudness SNRL of
'50. We may understand better what is happening in
region by looking at the model. If we combine Eqs.~13! and
~18!, we find

J~ I !5
d8

n~ I ! SNRL~ I !
. ~43!

From this equation it appears that the near-miss to Web
law above 60 dB SL results from the variations inn(I ) with
I , since SNRL is independent ofI in this region. We call this
small variation inn(I ) the near-miss to Stevens law.

An example. As a sanity check on Eq.~43!, we calcu-
late SNRL for Miller’s wideband JND data. As shown in Fig
5 lower-left panel, dashed line, Miller11 found J50.1. From
Eq. ~13!, assumingd8'1, SNRI is therefore 10. As shown in
Fig. 5, upper right, the power-law exponent isn'1/4 at 60
dB SL for noise, which means SNRL'40. This estimate is in
reasonable agreement with the measured values of Fig.

B. The noise model

1. The SPIN model

Equation ~37! summarizes our results on the relativ
loudness JND for both tones and noise. Using this form
along with Eq.~18!, the JND may be estimated for tones a
noise once the loudness has been determined, by mea
ment, or by model. Fechner’s postulate, that the loudn
JND is constant, is not supported by our analysis, in agr
ment with Stevens~1961!.

2. The PIN model

The success of the PIN model is consistent with the id
that the pure-tone loudness code is based on neural disch
rate. This theory should apply between threshold and m
erate intensities~e.g.,,60 dB! for ‘‘frozen stimuli’’ where
the JND is limited by internal noise.

3. CNS noise

Above 60 dB SL we find that the loudness signal-t
noise ratio saturated with a constant loudness SNR betw
30 and 50 for both the tone and noise conditions, as sum
rized by Ekman’s law~Ekman 1959!. We conclude that the
Hellman and Hellman theory must be modified to work
these higher intensities.

4. Weber’s law

It is significant that while bothJ(I ) andn(I ) vary with
intensity, the product is constant above 60 dB SL. Given t
J5d8/n SNRL , the saturation in SNRL explains Weber’s
law for wideband signals~sincen and SNRL for that case are
constant! as well as the near–miss to Weber’s law for ton
3641J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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wheren is not constant~the near-miss to Stevens’ law, Fig
5!.

5. Generalization to other data

If sL(L,I– ) depends onL, and is independent ofI , then
the SNRL(L) should not depend on the nature of the functi
L(I ) @i.e., it should be true for anyL(I )]. This prediction is
supported by our analysis summarized by Eq.~37!. It will be
interesting to see how SNRL depends onL andI for subjects
having a hearing-loss-induced recruitment, and how well
theory explains other data in the literature, such as loudn
and JNDs with masking-induced recruitment~Schlauch
et al., 1995!.

6. Conditions for model validity

To further test the SPIN model, several conditions m
be met. First the loudness and the JND must have been m
sured under the same stimulus conditions. Second, the i
nal noise must be the dominate factor in determining
JND. This means that the stimuli must be frozen~or have
significant duration and bandwidth!, and the subjects wel
trained in the task. As the signal uncertainty begins to do
nate the internal noise, as it does in the cases of roving
stimulus, the intensity JND will become independent of t
loudness.

As discussed by Stevens and Davis~Stevens and Davis
1983, pp. 141–143!, JND data are quite sensitive to th
modulation conditions. The Riesz~1928! and Munson~1932!
data make an interesting comparison because they are t
under steady-state conditions and are long duration tonal
nals. Both sets of experimental data~i.e., Riesz and Munson!
were taken in the same laboratory within a few years of e
other.12 Riesz~1928! states that he used the same method
Wegel and Lane~1924!, and it is likely that Munson~1932!
did as well.

Differences in the signal conditions are the most like
explanation for the differences observed in the intensity J
measurements of Riesz and Jesteadt shown in Fig. 6.
difference between the data of Riesz~1928! and Jestead
et al. ~1977! is that Riesz varied the amplitude of the tones
a sinusoidal manner with a small~i.e., just detectable! modu-
lation index, while Jesteadtet al. alternated between two in
tervals of different amplitude, requiring that the tones
gated on and off~i.e., a 100% modulation index!.

The neural response to transient portions of a stimulu
typically larger than the steady-state response~e.g., neural
overshoot! and, therefore, may dominate the perception
stimuli with large abrupt changes in amplitude. The fact t
the intensity JND is sensitive to the time interval betwe
two tones of different amplitude~Stevens and Davis, 1983!
is another indication that neural overshoot may play a ro

It would be interesting to check the SPIN model
loudness and JND data taken using gated signals, given
observed sensitivity to the modulation. While these JND d
are available~Jesteadtet al., 1977!, one would need loudnes
data taken with identical~or at least similar! modulations.
We are not aware of such data.
3642 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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C. Discussion of the model

1. Does Weber’s law hold in a single channel?

It has been observed that Weber’s law holds for wid
band stimuli~Florentine and Buus, 1981; Viemeister, 1988!.
This observation has led to the conclusion that Weber’s
must hold in a single auditory channel. Because SNRL is
approximately the same for both tones and noise, we are
to the conclusion that the source of noise for Miller’s JN
experiment is the same internal noise as that for tones.
portant questions are: If the noise is internal, and b
SNRL(L) and n(L) depend onL, why is n(L) SNRL con-
stant when many channels are excited? Does this observ
hold true for both frozen as well as random stimuli? What
the physical mechanism that determines the value ofn in the
normal cochlea?

Miller’s data shows thatJ is constant from 20 to 80 dB
SL. Above 80 the relative JND seems to decrease sligh
and below 20 it dramatically increases. Between 20 and
dB SL bothn(I ) and SNRL(I ) change by a factor of 4, but in
such a way that their product is constant. While the sourc
this covariation is presently unknown, it may be related
the compressive role of outer hair cell feedback~Allen,
1996b!.

2. Near-miss and the spread of excitation

Based on the results presented here it seems thatDL/L
is the invariant~Ekman’s law! above about 5 sones~5 000
LU! rather thanDI /I . As a result of Eq.~18!, whenn(I ) is
constant, Weber’s law must hold. In this view, the ‘‘nea
miss’’ to Weber 1988’s law results from the range ofn(I ,x)
values that contribute to the specific loudness~i.e., R) for
pure tones. If n were independent of intensity@i.e., if
Stevens’ law strictly held andL(I ) was exactly a power
law#, the addition of components of differing intensitie
leads to a power law, that is

~ I 1aI !n5~11a!nI n. ~44!

Whenn(I ) depends on intensity, the sum is no longer stric
a power law~i.e., the near-miss!. According to this view, the
near-miss results from the large spread of intensities,
therefore of exponentsn(I ), in the tonal excitation pattern
This explaination seems different than the 1981 spread
masking explanation of the near-miss offered by Florent
and Buus.

3. A correlation with other cochlear measures

It seems to be more than coincidence that 60 dB
where the cochlear microphonic saturates, two-tone supp
sion neural threshold sets in~Fahey and Allen, 1985!, the
upward spread of masking becomes important~Wegel and
Lane, 1924!, and the internal noise of the SPIN model sa
rates. If the saturation of the SNRL ~Ekman’s law! seen in
Fig. 4 is found for other experimental conditions, then it is
important result that could lead to a great simplification
our understanding of neural coding. It is important to est
lish the source of the saturation, which might be viewed
some form of CNS noise. This saturated region, which is
example of Ekman’s law, supersedes Weber’s law. Ekma
3642J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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law is similar to Weber’s law, but instead of theF relative
JND being constant, it is theC relative JND that is constant
Schlauchet al. ~1995! tested Ekman’s law and found it di
not provide a good fit to their data.

Some measurements of the relative intensity JNDI have
shown a discontinuity around 60 dB SL~Rabinowitzet al.,
1976; Greenwood, 1993!, which is not apparent in the dat
of Riesz ~1928! and Jesteadtet al. ~1977!. This intensity
JNDI discontinuity may be related to saturation of the lou
ness JNDL .

VI. SUMMARY

A summary list of some of the main conclusions of th
paper is:

—Fechner’s postulate is not valid, except perhaps be
125 Hz and 50 dB SPL.

—Fechner’s idea that thenumberof JNDs may be usefu
in defining a basic psychophysical scale which quanti
supra-threshold loudness seems correct if modified to a
DL to depend onL.

—OnceDI (I ) andDL(L) are known,L(I ) may be de-
termined from Eq.~22!.

—The near-miss to Weber’s law for tones covaries w
the near-miss to Stevens’ law, defined as a deviation fro
power-law dependence of loudness on intensity for tone

—Above 125 Hz, a possible replacement for Fechne
law for tones is given by Eq.~36!. This formula assumes tha
DL5AL, and therefore should be valid for tones betwee
and 60 dB SL.

—The variance of the single-trial loudness is stric
proportional to the mean of the single trial loudness (sL

25L)
for I , 20 dB for frequencies between 250 Hz and 16 kH

—The variance of the single-trial loudness is appro
mately proportional to the mean of the single-trial loudne
(sL

2'L) for I , 60 dB, for frequencies between 250 Hz a
16 kHz.

—The observation thatsL
2'L for I ,60 dB ~Fig. 3! is

not inconsistent with the near-miss to Weber’s law for ton
or Weber’s law for wide band stimuli.

—The standard deviation of the single trial loudness
proportional to the mean of the single-trial loudness (sL

}L) for I .60 dB SL, for all frequencies.
—The PIN model is easily merged with Fletcher’s ne

ral counting model of loudness.
—At 1 kHz the loudness SNRL of the auditory system

seems to saturate at a value of'50 ~linear units! at an in-
tensity of'60 dB SL.

—WhenL(I )}I n, SNRI5nSNRL .
—When L(I )}I n, the Weber fraction is

J5d8/(n SNRL).
—We interpret the invariance of Riesz’s JND counti

ratio with frequency in terms of Eq.~22! as showing that the
loudness JND for tones is a separable function of loudn
and frequency, and is not a function of intensity@i.e.,
DL( f ,L,I– )5f( f )c(L)].
3643 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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APPENDIX A: RIESZ’S EXPERIMENT

The Riesz intensity JND data were measured by mo
lation detection. Two tones, separated by small ‘‘beat’’ fr
quency difference~e.g., 3 Hz!, were presented to the subjec
who was asked to vary the level of the lower-level, high
frequency tone, until the 3-Hz beat was just detectable.
Weber fraction was computed from the relative levels of
tones using the relation

J~ I !5
~a11a2!22~a12a2!2

~a12a2!2
,

wherea1( f 1) anda2( f 2) are thepeakamplitudes of the two
tones atf 1 and f 2 , with f 22 f 1.0.

The first series was taken at 25 and 50 dB SL atf 151
kHz for eight beat frequencies ranging from 0.2 to 30 H
The best-beats detection frequency was found to be 3 H
second series of measurements was made using a bea
quency of 3 Hz, as a function of frequencyf 1 between 35
and 10 000 Hz and levels ofa1 between threshold and 11
dB SL ~the upper limit depended on frequency!. Twelve
male subjects were used.

Riesz summarized his data using a formula
J(I , f )[DI (I )/I , that fit the mean data points. This impo
tant formula is repeated here for convenience

J~ I , f !5J`~ f !1~J0~ f !2J`~ f !!~ I 0 /I !k~ f !. ~A1!

It has three frequency-dependent parameters

J`~ f !51531026f 1
126

~80f 1/21 f !
, ~A2!

J0~ f !50.310.331023f 1
193

f 0.8
, ~A3!

k~ f !5
0.2443106

~0.3583106f 1/81 f 2!
1

0.65f

~35001 f !
, ~A4!

whereJ0( f )5J(I 0 , f ) andJ`( f )5J(I→`, f ).
3643J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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Riesz also evaluated the integral for the number of JN
betweenI 0 and I 1 Eq. ~23!,

N015
1

k~ f !J`~ f !
lnS J`~ f !~ I 1 /I 0!k~ f !1„J0~ f !2J`~ f !…

J0~ f ! D .

~A5!

It is interesting to compare Riesz’sN01 to Eq. ~26!. A table
of Da5a12a2 values~i.e., Riesz’s raw data! may be found
in Fletcher~1953, Table 24, page 146!.

APPENDIX B: RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
LOUDNESS CURVES

The isoloudness data were first reported in 1932
Munson at 11 different frequencies, for 11 subjects, us
earphones~Munson, 1932; Fletcher and Munson, 1933!. In
this Appendix we describe the procedure and the assu
tions required to reconstruct the loudness-growth cur
L(I , f ) at any frequencyf ~Jeng, 1992!.

It is helpful to have a notation to describe the isolou
ness curves. The pressure of a test tone at test frequencf is
defined asP( f ). The reference frequency is 1 kHz and t
reference tone pressure isPr5P(1000). The average hea
ing threshold at the reference frequency is defined asP0 .
We use the superscript asterisk onP( f ) to indicate that the
test tone pressure corresponds to the isoloudness cond
Thus P* (Pr , f ) is defined by the conditionL(P* , f )
5L(Pr ,1000),which says that theloudnessof the test tone
at frequencyf and pressureP* (Pr , f ) is equal to the loud-
ness of the reference tone at 1 kHz. Equally loud sou
define thephon scale of loudness level. Thus P* (Pr , f ) is
said to be at 20 log10„Pr /P0… phons. Loudness level, in
phons, is not a loudness scale~loudness is measured
sones!.

The raw data are given in Table I of Fletcher and Mu
son ~1933!, which provides rms voltages on the earphone
ten frequencies from 62 Hz to 16 kHz, expressed in dB
Since the earphone is linear, the voltage across the earp
and the ear canal pressure are related by a scale factor.
the values~Fletcher and Munson, 1933, Table I! provide
estimates of 20 log10„P

* (Pr , f )/Pr…, namely the relative in-
tensity of a test tone in dB that is equal in loudness to
reference tone. We have reduced this data to a freque
dependent regression. Thus to find the phon valueP* (Pr , f )
at frequencyf , one may use the regression coefficients
our Table BI, derived in the next section.

Fletcher and Munson’s Table III gives theloudness
G(Pr)[L(1000,Pr), which is plotted in the upper-left pane
of our Fig. 6. Today loudness is defined using the sone sc
One sone is the loudness at 40 dB SPL at 1 kHz. In 1
Fletcher and Munson used the Loudness-Unit~LU! scale.
One LU is the loudness at 0 dB SL at 1 kHz. These sca
differ in ratio by 975, namely 975 LUs is 1 sone.

To computeL(P, f ) for any f and P( f ) there are two
ways to proceed. The first method is to computeG(Pr) and
P* (Pr , f ) using the reference pressurePr as the independen
variable. One can then plotG vs P* . While this method is
3644 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997
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simple, it does not directly give the loudness for any value
P( f ), asPr is the independent variable, but can be used
build a ‘‘look-up’’ table. The second method, which is log
cally more direct, is to define theinverseof the phon func-
tion P* (Pr , f ) corresponding to the test pressureP( f ),
which we define as Pr

* (P, f ). Using this notation,
G(P, f )5L„Pr

* (P, f )…. If you think this is confusing, you
have a greater than average attention span. We used the
method. Linear interpolation was then used to obtain
loudness for phon values between the tabulated val
which were computed in 1-dB steps from210 to 129 dB.

1. Phon estimation

We used polynomial regression~Jeng, 1992, p. 27! on
the raw data~Fletcher and Munson, 1933, Table I! of iso-
loudness measurements to defineP* ( f ,Pr). The measure-
ments of the subject’s threshold, given in the lower porti
of their Table I, were also used in the regression to incre
the accuracy of regression estimate at threshold. It was
important to use the 1-kHz reference values as the absc
when setting up the regression, since these are unaffecte
the subject’s loudness estimate variability~Jeng, persona
communication!.

The resulting regression coefficients, given in Table
are defined by the cubic polynomial

y5c3x31c2x21c1x11c0 ,

where the abscissax520 log10(Pr /P0) represents the 1-kHz
reference earphone voltage in dB and the ordin
y520 log10(P* /P0) is the earphone voltage at the frequen
where the phon value is being specified. For the two low
frequencies, at 62 and 125 Hz, it was necessary to use th
order polynomials, while second-order regressions were
equate for the remaining frequencies.

1It may be helpful to note thatF andC sound similar to the initial syllable
of the wordsphysical andpsychological, respectively~Boring, 1929!.

2The symbol[ denotes ‘‘equivalence.’’ It means that the quantity to the l
of the [ is defined by the quantity on the right.

3Equivalence of the pressure and intensity references requires that%c540
cgs Rayls. At standard atmospheric pressure, this is only true when
temperature is about 39 °C.

TABLE BI. Regression coefficients used to calculate the phon value at
frequency defined by the first column. This regression relates the ear c
sound pressure in dB at 1 kHz to the ear canal sound pressure in dB a
measurement frequency, that is equally loud, as measured by Mu
~1932! and Fletcher and Munson~1933!.

f c3 c2 c1 c0

0.062 7.46169e-05 20.00984189 0.74629 0.425879
0.125 5.2594e-05 20.00654132 0.800557 0.295663
0.25 0 0.00124457 0.720323 0.780066
0.5 0 0.00209933 0.761911 0.467849
1 0 0 1 0
2 0 20.0011956 1.14141 20.622967
4 0 20.00240718 1.2314 20.393083
5.65 0 20.00272458 1.24014 0.481007
8 0 20.00232339 1.20659 0.0426691
11.3 0 20.002439 1.24474 21.51871
16 0 20.000566296 1.03446 21.82771
3644J. B. Allen and S. T. Neely: Intensity JND and loudness
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4Because of small fluctuations inI m andI p due to the finite integration time
T, this equality cannot be exactly true. We specifically ignore these s
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